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Quasi-Periodic Stability of Subfamilies of an
Unfolded Skew Hopf Bifurcation
H. W. Broer & F. O. O. Wagener
Communicated by M. Golubitzky
Abstract
In the skew Hopf bifurcation a quasi-periodic attractor with nontrivial nor-
mal linear dynamics loses hyperbolicity. The simplest setting concerns rotationally
symmetric diffeomorphisms of S1R2. Their dynamics involve periodicity, quasi-
periodicity and chaos, including mixed spectrum. The present paper deals with the
persistence under symmetry-breaking of quasi-periodic invariant circles in this bi-
furcation. It turns out that, when adding sufficiently many unfolding parameters,
the invariant circle persists for a large Hausdorff measure subset of a submanifold
in parameter space.
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1. Introduction
We begin this introduction with a quick sketch of the mathematical result of
this paper, which is a perturbation theorem of Kolmogrov-Arnol’d-Moser-type.
Then the main application is introduced, after which the contents of this paper are
explained at a more leisurely pace and in more detail.
Main result. This paper considers parametrized families of diffeomorphisms ’p
of M D S1  R2 to itself, of the following form:
’p.x; y/ D .x C !.p/C "f .x; y; p/; .p/Ek.x/y C "g.x; y; p// ; (1)
where the phase variables x and y are in S1 D R=2Z and R2 respectively, the
parameter p takes values in an open subset P of Rq (called the space of param-
eters of ’), !.p/ and .p/ depend in a real analytic way on p, and the perturba-
tion strength " is some real number 0 5 " 5 1. The functions f .x; y; p/ 2 R
and g.x; y; p/ 2 R2 are assumed to be real analytic, andEk.x/ 2 GL.2;R/ equals
Ek.x/ D

cos kx − sin kx
sin kx cos kx

;
where k 2 Znf0g.
For " D 0, the circle S D S1  f0g is invariant under ’. The main result of
this paper implies that under certain non-degeneracy conditions on !.p/ and some
regularity assumptions on f and g, there is a constant "0 such that persistence
(in a sense to be specified) of an invariant circle for 0 5 " 5 "0 is at most a
codimension 6jkj phenomenon. See for instance Arnol’d [1] for this terminology.
In particular, it will be shown that there exists an unfolding Q’p; of ’p (that
is, a larger family that satisfies Q’p;0 D ’p) such that in the parameter space QP of
the unfolding there exists a smooth manifold of codimension 6jkj, and a subset of
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positive measure in that submanifold, such that for parameters in that subset the
corresponding diffeomorphism has an invariant circle homotopic to S1  f0g.
Background. This result should be compared with the well-known theory of small
perturbations of systems of the following form:
 p.x; y/ D .x C !.p/C "f .x; y; p/;A.p/y C "g.x; y; p// ;
where x, y and p are as above, and where !.p/ 2 R andA.p/ 2 GL.2;R/ depend
in a real analytic way onp. Here the invariant toriS1f0gof the unperturbed (" D 0)
system have an x-independent normal linear part. Systems with this property are
said to be of Floquet form, and systems which can be brought into this form by
a coordinate transformation are said to be reducible (to Floquet form). Note that
the set-up is chosen analogously to (1). Here the result is (compare [4]) that under
nondegeneracy conditions on !.p/ and A.p/ there is an unfolding Q p; of  p,
and a set of positive measure in the parameter space of the unfolding, such that for
parameters in that set the system has an invariant circle.
A well-known argument given below, shows that systems of the form (1) are
not reducible to Floquet form, due to topological obstructions. To our knowledge, it
has not been previously known whether persistence of invariant circles for systems
of the type (1) has finite codimension, and as far as we know this paper is the
first successful attempt to develop KAM theory for such a non-reducible case.
Technically the difference with the “classical” theory is that the linearized conjugacy
equations are coupled instead of decoupled. This difficulty is overcome by the
introduction of many extra parameters. After this, our approach turns out to be an
adaptation of the “classical” case, see for instance [3], [4].
Main application. The main motivation to study the system (1) is the application
of the results to the skew Hopf bifurcation of an invariant quasi-periodic circle in a
family of diffeomorphisms on S1 R2. It is a variation on the “quasi-periodic” or
“reducible” Hopf bifurcation (see [2], [3], [4]) of a quasi-periodic circle attractor
to a quasi-periodic torus attractor. In the skew Hopf bifurcation, a quasi-periodic
circle attractor bifurcates to a “weakly chaotic” attractor.
The class of skew Hopf bifurcations can be introduced starting out from in-
tegrable bifurcations: these are special bifurcations, possessing a rotational sym-
metry, which makes them relatively easy to analyse. We shall consider small non-
symmetric perturbations of such an “integrable” skew Hopf family and study their
effects.
The integrable skew Hopf family appeared in [6], where a bifurcation analysis
of rotationally symmetric skew Hopf families was given. The analysis in [6] consists
of the following two steps:
1. Using symmetry considerations, the existence of an invariant circle is shown.
Dynamics on the circle are resonant or quasi-periodic.
2. The existence of an invariant 2-torus, bifurcating from the invariant circle, is
shown by analysing the dynamics in a neighbourhood of the invariant circle.
The genesis of an invariant 2-torus motivates the name skew Hopf bifurcation.
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Problem. In this paper, arbitrary, non-symmetric, small perturbations are applied
to an integrable skew Hopf family. The first step of the above program leads to the
following question:
Under what conditions does an invariant quasi-periodic circle persist in a
skew Hopf bifurcation family?
It turns out that an unfolding of the skew Hopf family has to be considered, and that
the invariant circle persists for subfamilies of that unfolding. To obtain the result, an
extension of ordinary KAM theory is developed, which is the main mathematical
result of this paper. The remainder of the program, the matter of invariant 2-tori, is
considered elsewhere (see [15]; for an overview, also see [7]).
History. The skew Hopf bifurcation was introduced by Chenciner & Iooss [8],
[9], as an alternative to the reducible (quasi-periodic) Hopf bifurcation (see [2],
[3], [4]). Broer & Takens (in [6]) were interested in the phenomenon that, in the
(rotationally symmetric) case they considered, an invariant torus persists, carrying
ergodic dynamics having a mixed (i.e., pure point and continuous) spectrum. This
paper consideres the effects of small, non-symmetric perturbations of the symmetric
skew Hopf system.
1.1. Integrable system
The natural phase space of a skew Hopf family (after centre manifold reductions,
see [10], [12]) is S1R2, where S1 D R=2Z. The general form of the integrable
skew Hopf family is (compare [6]):
.x; y/ 7!

x C ! C jyj2f .jyj2; p/;






where the phase variables x and y take values in S1 and R2 respectively; the
parameters !,  2 R, p 2 P  Rq ; the norm j:j is defined as jyj2 D y21 C y22 ; the
functions f and g take values in R; finally, Ek.x/ is defined for k 2 Znf0g as
Ek.x/ D

cos kx − sin kx




The integrable skew Hopf bifurcation family cannot be isotopic to a diffeo-
morphism of Floquet form in the class of diffeomorphisms. This can be seen most
readily by introducing the concept of the linking number of two circles. First this
is introduced for disjoint circles S1, S2 of the following special form:
Sj D
n
.x; gj .x// 2 S1  R2
o
; (3)
where gj V S1 ! R2 are continuous functions. Disjointness of the circles as point
sets is equivalent to the requirement that g1.x/ 6D g2.x/ for all x 2 S1. Define a
function f .x/ by:
f .x/ D g2.x/− g1.x/jg2.x/− g1.x/j :
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The map f .x/ takes values in fx 2 R2 V jxj D 1g, which is diffeomorphic to S1;
hence f maps S1 to itself. The linking number ‘.S1; S2/ of S1 and S2 is defined to
be the degree of f ; intuitively speaking, this is the number of times f .x/ performs
a complete revolution around 0, taking into account the orientation.












then it is readily verified that ‘.S1; S2/ D 0. Now, consider the linking number
of ’.S1/ and ’.S2/, the images of S1 and S2 under application of the integrable
skew Hopf map (2). Note that S1 is invariant: ’.S1/ D S1. Also note that ’.S2/ is
given by Qg2, where
Qg2.x/ D

cos k.x − ! − f .1; p//
sin k.x − ! − f .1; p//

:
It is readily seen that ‘.’.S1/; ’.S2// D k. On the other hand, if  is a linear
diffeomorphism of Floquet form, that is,
 .x; y/ D .x C !;Ay/;
it follows that ‘. .S1/;  .S2// D 0.
Without proof, we mention the topological fact that the linking number of
circles homotopic to those of the form (3) is invariant under isotopy in the class of
diffeomorphisms. If the integrable skew Hopf system could be brought into Floquet
form by a coordinate transformation, the linking number of ’.S1/ and ’.S2/ should
be zero. But it has been shown that it is equal to k 6D 0, and the statement at the
beginning of this subsection follows.
Actually, the topological fact also implies that small perturbations of an inte-
grable skew Hopf family cannot be isotopic to a Floquet diffeomorphism in the class
of diffeomorphisms. Hence, these diffeomorphisms cannot be reduced to Floquet
form as well.
1.3. Appearance of unfolding parameters
If small, non-symmetric perturbations are applied to an integrable skew Hopf
family, it may be asked whether they can be “killed” by well-chosen coordinate
transformations. Postulating equality between a transformed system (where the
transformation is as yet unknown) and a “nice” system (integrable, or at least
integrable if truncated to lowest order terms), gives rise to a complicated nonlinear
conjugacy equation. The general approach of KAM theory is to solve this equation
by succesively linearizing it at some starting guess for the unknowns, using the
solutions of the linear equation as a better guess for the unknowns, and linearizing
again ad infinitum.
In the context of the skew Hopf bifurcation family, the most important linearized
homological equation has the following structure:
v.x C !/− eikxv.x/ D g.x/: (4)
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Here v.x/ 2 C corresponds to the coordinate transform, g.x/ to the perturbation to
be transformed away, and eikx corresponds to the matrix Ek.x/; k 2 Znf0g. In [6]
this equation was shown to have a jkj-dimensional complex obstruction (equivalent
to a 2jkj-dimensional real one).
Intuitively, this means the following. Let
P
n2Z gneinx be the Fourier expansion
of g.x/, and consider the coefficients gn, n 62 f1; : : : ; kg as given. Then there are
unique values g1 , g2 , : : : , gk which the coefficients g1, g2, : : : , gk have to take in
order that (4) has a real analytic (or even continuous) solution v.x/.
Since generically the coefficients g1, : : : , gk will differ from these special val-
ues, in the general case a small, non-symmetric perturbation cannot be transformed
away.
However, if instead of g.x/ a function G.x;  / is put in the right-hand side,
such thatG.x;  / equals g.x/ save for the fact that the Fourier coefficientsG1. /,
: : : , Gk./ are of the form
G1. / D g1 C 1; : : : ; Gk. / D gk C k;
then (4) has a solution for G.x;  /, where
 1 D g1 − g1; : : : ;  k D gk − gk:
The familyG.x;  / is called an unfolding ofg.x/, sinceg.x/ is a (zero-dimensional)
subfamily of G.x;  /:
g.x/ D G.x; 0/:
Put in another way, if a jkj-dimensional complex (2jkj-dimensional real) unfolding
parameter  is added (in the right way), there is one value of the parameter for
which (4) has a solution. Roughly, the proof of the main theorem works because
unfolding parameters have to be added only once, and not at every step.
Note that if the original right-hand side already depends on a q-dimensional
real parameter p such that the map
p 7! .g1.p/; : : : ; gk.p// ;
has an injective derivative, then only 2jkj − q real parameters have to be added to
obtain a solution of (4).
The main result of this paper can now be described as follows. If a suitable
unfolding of the original perturbed skew Hopf system is considered, there is a
submanifold of codimension 6jkj in the space of parameters (denoted by N ) and,
on that submanifold, there is a subset of large measure (denoted by Nc), which
is diffeomorphic to the Cartesian product of a Cantor set and a manifold (called
Cantor-structured for short): see Fig. 1. For parameters in this Cantor-structured set,
the invariance of a quasi-periodic (actually Diophantine) circle can be shown. The
Cantor-structure reflects the fact that a Diophantine condition has to be imposed
on the rotation number of the circle dynamics.
Not all of the non-symmetric perturbation is transformed away, only the parts
independent of and linear in y. Note however that this is sufficient to show the
persistence of an invariant circle.
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p3; : : : ; p6k B eNc
!

Fig. 1. A sketch of the parameter space P . Indicated is the large measure subset QNc of the
codimension 6jkj-submanifold QN in P . For p 2 QNc the family of diffeomorphisms ’p has
an invariant quasi-periodic circle. Also indicated is the “bifurcation curve” B, where the
invariant circles are not normally hyperbolic. Note that this picture also applies to for the
non-skew case, where k D 0.
Attention is drawn to the allowed perturbations: these are required to be real
analytic with a complex analytic extension to a complex strip of width r0 around
the real domain. The size of the allowed perturbation is then O.r0/. We do not know
whether this is a typical requirement for this type of problems, or whether it can be
eventually removed. Without elaborating, we point out the fact that this prevents us
extending the present result to the case of finite differentiability.
1.4. Fattening
It is well known from the theory of invariant manifolds (see [12]), that normal
hyperbolicity is an open property: in particular, if a parametrized family of dy-
namical systems has a normally hyperbolic invariant manifold at a parameter p,
then in the space of parameters P there is an open neighbourhood of p such that
the system has normally hyperbolic invariant manifolds for all parameters in that
neighbourhood.
The result which is obtained in this paper allows more to be said about the
structure of the open subsetF ofP for which the existence of (normally hyperbolic)
invariant circles can be shown. First, attention is restricted to the codimension 6jkj
submanifold mentioned in the previous subsection. One of the consequences of the
main result is that the change of coordinates that transforms away the zeroth and
first order terms of the original (non-symmetric) perturbations for parameters in the
Cantor-structured subset, is in fact infinitely differentiable in the parameters. After
transformation, the system is still of the general form of an (non-symmetrically)
perturbed integrable skew Hopf system; where, however, the two lowest order
perturbation terms vanish on the Cantor-structured subset. Since a Cantor set is
a perfect set, every point in it is the accumulation point of other points in the set.
From this it follows that, together with the perturbations, all their derivatives vanish
on the Cantor-structured subset as well: the perturbations are there flat in p.
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The regions of normal attraction and normal repulsion touch at a bifurcation
point p0. The main result yields that the set B of these bifurcation points is also
Cantor-structured, but of one dimension less than Nc. The flatness of the (trans-
formed) perturbation implies that the order of contact of the two regions of normal
hyperbolicity, restricted to the codimension 6jkj submanifoldN , is infinite. These
two regions can be considered as the intersection of N with F .
Normal toN , the setF might be in general rather thin. In [15], a model system





















Here x 2 S1, y 2 R2, ! 2 R,  > 0 and 0 5 " < 1. It is shown that for j"j <
1 − , the map ’p has a unique attracting invariant circle. For j"j < f−1./,
where f .x/ D 1C 3 .x=2/2=3 C x (thus f−1./ D c. − 1/3=2 C o.. − 1/3=2/),
’p has a unique repelling invariant circle.
2. Main theorem
This section presents the main theorem of the present paper. Many of the con-
cepts and ideas in this section are freely quoted from [3], [4].
2.1. Definition
Phase space. Let X denote the three-dimensional pahse space S1  R2, where
S1 D R=2Z, and let the parameter space P be an open subset of a finite dimen-
sional vector space. Typical points in S1, R2 and P will be denoted by x, y and p
respectively.
Diffeomorphisms. Consider P -parametrized real analytic (for a definition of real
analyticity see below) families ’p.x; y/ of diffeomorphisms on X,
’p V X! X;
which are also denoted by ’ V X  P ! X  P , with
’ V .x; y; p/ 7! (’p.x; y/; p
on X  P . This kind of diffeomorphisms, preserving the p-coordinate, will be
called vertical. Let ’ be such that near y D 0 it has the form
’.x; y; p/ D .x C a.p/C .x; y; p/; b.p/Ek.x/y C  .x; y; p/; p/ ; (5)




cos kx − sin kx
sin kx cos kx

;
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for k 2 Znf0g. Here the functions  and  are of order O.jyj/ and O.jyj2/ respec-
tively. Note that consequently the set S D f.x; y/  y D 0g is an invariant circle.
As in the introduction, the factor b.p/ “controls” the normal hyperbolicity of S.
Typically the case where b.p/  1 is considered, where the invariant circle fails
to be normally hyperbolic. The term a.p/ “controls” the rotation number of the
diffeomorphism restricted to the circle.
Essential non-reducibility. In the introduction, we remarked (Section 1.2) that
’.x; y; p/ is not isotopic to the identity, that is, it cannot be deformed to the identity
map within the class of all diffeomorphisms. This implies that the x-dependence of
the linear part of the diffeomorphism is essential, and that this Poincare´ map cannot
be taken from a vector field defined on a Cartesian product T2  R2.
Unfoldings. In order to formulate our stability result, the following unfolding of
the diffeomorphism is considered (also denoted by ’):
’.x; y; p/ D

x C a.p/C .x; y; p/;
E.x; b.p//y CM.x;m.p//C L.x; ‘.p//y C  .x; y; p/; p

;
where a.p/, .x; y; p/ and  .x; y; p/ are as above; but now
b.p/ D .b1.p/; b2.p// 2 R2;
m.p/ 2 R2k and ‘.p/ 2 R4k . The maps E, M and L are defined as follows:
E.x; b/ D

cos kx − sin kx










cos nx − sin nx











cos nx − sin nx









Note that all matrices save one in the above expressions are conformal orientation






is a conformal linear map in the plane: it can be written as
B D kbk





where kbk2 D b21 C b22 and cos# D b1=kbk, sin # D b2=kbk. By conjugating the
diffeomorphism to a map x 7! xC#.p/=k,B can be made equal to kbkI , where I
is the identity matrix. Note also that for b2.p/ D 0, m.p/ D 0 and ‘.p/ D 0 the
original diffeomorphism is recovered; so ’ is indeed an unfolding.
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The M.x;m.p// and L.x; ‘.p// are added to deal with obstructions arising
from the special (twisting) form of the normal behaviour of the diffeomorphism
(see [6]).This ultimately leads to results valid on manifolds of positive co-dimension
in the parameter space.
Nondegeneracy. Let p0 2 P be given. We say that ’ is nondegenerate at p0, if
the map .a; b;m; ‘/ V P ! RR2 R2k R4k has a surjective derivative at p0.
Diophantine frequencies. Define the set Rc of Diophantine frequencies (c as in
Cantor). For given constants  > 2 and γ > 0 (which are fixed from now on




 8p 2 Z; 8q 2 Znf0g V ! − pq
 = γ jqj− : (9)
If6  P is any open subset, write6c D 6\a−1.Rc/. If the restriction of the map a
to6 is a submersion, then6c will be called a Whitney-smooth family of manifolds,
parametrized over the Cantor set Rc. Such a family will also be called a “Cantor
foliation”. The rest are subsets a−1.!/, ! 2 Rc, of the parameter space P . Note
that if γ > 0 is sufficiently small, then the set6c  P has positive measure. By the
smoothness of the map .a; b;m; ‘/, the diffeomorphim ’.x; y; p/ is nondegenerate
at a neighbourhood of p0, if it is nondegenerate at p0.
Compact-open topology. The space of diffeomorphisms ’ is equipped with the
compact-open topology on the complex analytic extensions of our real analytic
systems (which is described in Section 3).
Normal conjugacy. Let M1 be a manifold, and let V  M1 be a submanifold
ofM1. Let T .M1/ and T .V / denote the tangent bundles ofM1 and V respectively,
and let TV .M1/ be the restriction of T .M1/ to V . The normal bundle N.V / is
defined as the quotient:
N.V / D TV .M1/=T .V /:
Let f V M1 ! M2 be an embedding of the manifold M1 in a manifold M2: it
induces a map NV .f / V N.V /! N.f .V //.
Now, let 8;’; Q’ V M ! M be diffeomorphisms, and let V;W  M be
submanifolds of M , such that ’.V / D V , 8.V / D W and Q’.W/ D W . We say














Moreover, we say that 8 normally conjugates ’ to Q’ at the invariant manifold V
if:
NV .8/  NV .’/ D NW. Q’/  NV .8/:
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2.2. Formulation of the result
This subsection formulates the perturbation theorem. The proof is given in
Sections 3 and 4.
Theorem. Let 1 = γ > 0 and  > 2 be fixed. Suppose ’ is nondegenerate
at p0 2 P , with b.p0/ D .1; 0/, m.p0/ D 0 and ‘.p0/ D 0, and E is the manifold
of codimension 6k through p0 given by E D fp 2 P
 m.p/ D 0 and ‘.p/ D 0g.
Then there exists a neighbourhood N of p0 in E , and a neighbourhood V of ’
in the class of “vertical” diffeomorphisms onXP , such that for all small Q’ 2 V
there is a map 8 V X N ! X  P with the following properties:
(a) The map 8 is a C1 diffeomorphism onto its image and lies in a small C1
neighbourhood of the identity. Moreover, 8 is of the form
8.x; y; p/ D (8p.x; y/;5.p/ ;
where8p V XN ! X and5 V N ! P ; that is,8 preserves the projection
to P . The map 8p is affine (equal to its normal linear part) in y, and is real
analytic in .x; y/.
(b) For every p 2 Nc, the diffeomorphism8p normally conjugates ’p to Q’5.p/ at
the invariant circle S1  f0g  X.








1  f0g/ N. Q’5.p//−−−−−−−−−! N (8p.S1  f0g/ :
(10)
The diffeomorphism 8p will be a (normal) conjugacy only if the parameter p is
restricted to the parameter set Nc. Outside this set, most likely the conjugating
property will be lost.
Another, more intuitive formulation of the theorem is the following: the conju-
gacy 8 is of the form:
8.x; y; p/ D .x C u.x; p/; y C v0.x; p/C v1.x; p/y; p CW.p//:
The map 5 V p! p CW.p/ shifts the set Nc a little in parameter space. Let QNc
be its image (sketched in Fig. 1). The theorem states that if the parameter p is such
that Qp D 5.p/ D p CW.p/ 2 QNc, the diffeomorphism
Q’.x; y; Qp/ D

x C a. Qp/C g.x; y; Qp/;
E.x; b. Qp//y CM.x;m. Qp//C L.x; ‘. Qp//y C g.x; y; Qp/

;
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can be conjugated (normally at S  f0g) to
’.x; y; p/ D

x C a.p/C .x; y; p/; E.x; b.p//y C  .x; y; p/

(11)
for some .x; y; p/ D O.jyj/ and  .x; y; p/ D O.jyj2/. Since ’ possesses an
invariant circle with quasi-periodic dynamics, Q’ does as well. Moreover, the normal
behaviour of Q’ equals that of ’.
Remark that the conjugacy 8, and thus the form of the set QNc, depend both
on Q’.
3. Proof of the persistence theorem
This section, together with the next, gives the proof of the theorem stated in
Section 2. Here, as a preliminary to the proof, the theorem is restated in a more
technical (and analytical) form. Then a couple of propositions are given, which
together prove the theorem. The next section will provide proofs of those propo-
sitions. Although different in its techniques and details, this proof is build on a
framework, and contains many ideas, that can be found in [2], [3], [4], [11], [13].
3.1. Preliminary remarks
In this subsection preparations are made in order to reformulate the main the-
orem. Recall that we are considering the “unperturbed” vertical diffeomorphism:
’.x; y; p/ D .x C a.p/C .x; y; p/;
E.x; b.p//y CM.x;m.p//C L.x; ‘.p//y C  .x; y; p/; p/ :
Here x 2 S1, y 2 R2, p 2 P , where P  Rq is a neighbourhood of a point p0. The
functions a, b, m and ‘ are real analytic, and take values: a.p/ 2 R, b.p/ 2 R2,
m.p/ 2 R2k and ‘.p/ 2 R4k . By assumption of the theorem, we have at p0 that
a.p0/ is in the set of Diophantine frequencies Rc; b.p0/ D .1; 0/, m.p0/ D 0
and ‘.p0/ D 0. The maps E, M and L are defined in (6)–(8) respectively. Finally
we have that .x; y; p/ D O.jyj/ and  .x; y; p/ D O.jyj2/.
3.1.1. Reparametrization. Since ’ is assumed to be nondegenerate at p0 (see
Section 2.1), by the Inverse Function Theorem, there exists near X  fp0g a
reparametrization
V V .x; y; p/ 7! .x; y; a.p/; b.p/;m.p/; ‘.p/; .p//
(i.e., there exists a function .p/ such thatV is a diffeomorphism), that conjugates’
to Q’; defining the new functions Q and Q :
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Q’.x; y; a; b;m; ‘; / D V  ’  V −1
D

x C a C Q.x; y; a; b;m; ‘; /;
E.x; b/y CM.x;m/C L.x; ‘/y C Q .x; y; a; b;m; ‘; /; a; b;m; ‘; 

:
Set a0 D a.p0/, b0 D b.p0/TD .1; 0/U, m0 D m.p0/TD 0U and ‘0 D ‘.p0/TD 0U.
From now on the parameter is dropped: it turns out that it can be easily incorporated
again. Also the tilde on Q’, Q and Q will be dropped. Thus P is replaced by an open
piece of R6kC3.
Below, the letter p will be re-defined as p D .a; b;m; ‘/.
3.1.2. Real analytic neighbourhoods. Here the neighbourhood V of the “unper-
turbed” vertical diffeomorphism ’, as mentioned in the theorem of Section 2, will
be described, as well as the compact-open topology of (real) analytic functions.
The function f V U ! R, defined on an open subset U of R, is said to be real
analytic, if there is an open complex neigbourhood V  C of U , and a complex
analytic function Qf V V ! C, such that Qf restricted to U equals f .













If a setA  Rn is considered, then the setAC " will be its "-neighbourhood in the
complex plane:
AC " D fz 2 Cn  inf
w2A jz− wj < "g:
Let A, M and L be compact neighbourhoods of respectively a0, m0 and ‘0 in
respectively R, R2k and R4k . Let B be the setn
b 2 R2 V
kbk − 1  5 k r08 o
for some 0 < r0 < 1. Define
P D A B M L:
Let p D .a; b;m; ‘/, as announced above. Finally, let U be a neighbourhood of 0
in R2.
LetO be some compact neighbourhood of S1 U P in .C=.2Z//C2 
C6kC3. Without loss of generality O can be taken to be of the form
O D (S1 C r0 .U C s0/ .AC 0/ .B C 0/ .MC s0/ .LC q0/;
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with constants 0 < s0; 0; 0; q0 5 1. For sufficiently small values of these con-
stants, the diffeomorphism ’ has a complex analytic extension to such a set O.
NowV is determined byO, γ and a positive constant 0 given in the proof below.
The setV , mentioned in the theorem, consists of all families of diffeomorphisms Q’ D
Q’.x; y; p/ of the form
Q’.x; y; p/ D
.x C a C f .x; y; p/; E.x; b/y CM.x;m/C L.x; ‘/y C g.x; y; p/; p/
with real analytic f and g, both defined on O, such that in the supremum norm
j  jO on O one has




This subsection translates the geometrical formulation of the theorem of Sec-
tion 2 into a more analytical one. Then an indication is given of the work to be
done.
3.2.1. Technical reformulation. The theorem is restated in the following
Reformulation. There is a constant 0 > 0, depending on γ and O, such that for
all f and g satisfying:




There are C1 functions Qa, Qb, Qm and Q‘ from:
N  E D fp 2 P  p D .a; b; 0; 0/ 2 R  R2  R2k  R4kg
to R, R2, R2k and R4k respectively, denoted collectively by
Qp.p/ D . Qa.p/; Qb.p/; Qm.p/; Q‘.p//;
and real analytic functions.x; y; p/ and .x; y; p/which are O.jyj/ and O.jyj2/
respectively, with the following property. If p is restricted to Nc, that is,
p D .a; b; 0; 0/ with a 2 Ac and b 2 B;
then the map
Q’.x; y; Qp.p// D .x C Qa.p/C f .x; y; Qp.p//;
E.x; Qb.p//y CM.x; Qm.p//C L.x; Q‘.p//y C g.x; y; Qp.p//; Qp.p/

is conjugated to
’.x; y; p/ D .x C a C .x; y; p/; E.x; b/y C  .x; y; p/; p/ :
Moreover the conjugacy 8, satisfying 8  ’ D Q’ 8 for p 2 Nc, can be chosen
to be the restriction to X Nc of a C1 diffeomorphism 8 V X N ! X  P ,
which is real analytic in x and affine in y.
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The domain of definition of the map 8 in the parameter direction has to be
slightly modified, in order to avoid problems at the boundary of the present set P .
We have to restrict to
P 0 D fp 2 P  dist .p; @P/ > c00g
for some c0, depending only on γ ,  , k and r0. Here @P denotes the boundary ofP .
For 0 > 0 sufficiently small, this is still a neighbourhood. Also denoteN \P 0 by
N 0 etc.
3.2.2. Idea of the proof. Let us briefly indicate the idea of the proof. Recall that a
map8 V XN 0c ! XP has to be found, preserving the projection to P , which
conjugates ’ to Q’, i.e., such that
8  ’ D Q’ 8: (12)
Write
8.x; y; p/ D (x C Nu.x; p/; y C Nv.x; y; p/; p C NW.p/;
where
Nv.x; y; p/ D Nv0.x; p/C Nv1.x; p/y
and
NW.p/ D . Nw1.p/; Nw2.p/; Nw3.p/; Nw4.p//:
Note that p C NW.p/ D Qp.p/. Furthermore
’.x; y; p/ D

x C a C .x; y; p/; E.x; b/y C  .x; y; p/; p

if p D .a; b; 0; 0/, and
Q’.x; y; p/ D

xCaCf .x; y; p/; E.x; b/yCM.x;m/CL.x; ‘/yCg.x; y; p/; p

for general p 2 P .
Writing (12) out componentwise yields
x C a C .x; y; p/C Nu.x C a C ; p/
D x C Nu.x; p/C a C Nw1.p/C f .x C Nu; y C Nv; p C NW/ (13)
and
E.x; b/y C  .x; y; p/C Nv





x C Nu; b C Nw2.p/

.y C Nv/C g









x C Nu; ‘C Nw4.p/

.y C Nv/: (14)
These are complicated nonlinear equations in Nu, Nv, NW ,  and  . They are solved
iteratively by a Newtonian procedure. That is, the equations will be approximated
by equations, which are almost linearizations of (13) and (14), but not quite. They
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furnish approximations to the functions Nu, Nv and NW , determining the diffeomor-
phism8. The approximating equations are either of the well-known form (see [1])
u.x C a; p/− u.x; p/ D f .x; 0; p/C w1.p/
(which involves a small divisor problem), or of the form (see [6])
v.x C a; 0; p/− E.x; b/v.x; 0; p/ D g.x; 0; p/CM.x;w3.p//
(which is not a small divisor problem at all). Having solved the approximating
equations, functions  and  are then determined by requiring that relation (12)
holds on X  E . Because the conjugacy equations have been approximated, the
functions  and  are not of order O.jyj/ and O.jyj2/; however, they are much
smaller than f and g respectively, and so they provide the starting point of another
iteration step. As it stands, this reasoning is largely heuristical; it is made more
precise in the next subsection.
3.3. Proof
The proof of the theorem is divided into three parts. First the framework of
the Newtonian induction process is presented in Sections 3.3.1–3.3.5. Secondly
the estimates needed in the iteration step are given in Section 3.3.6, and finally, in
Section 3.3.7, a proposition is stated which implies convergence of the process.
3.3.1. Frame of the proof. Given the perturbation Q’ of ’, the conjugacy 8 solv-
ing (13) and (14) will be obtained as a Whitney-C1 limit of a sequence f8j g1jD0 of
(real) analytic diffeomorphisms, defined on complex neighbourhoodsDj ofXN 0c.
Here the inverse approximation lemma will be used ([4]). See Appendix A for a
statement of this lemma. In order to describe the inductive construction of the 8j
the following notation is introduced.
Define Q’j D 8j  Q’ 8−1j . For j D 0 we put80 D id; then Q’0 D Q’. For j = 1,
the maps 8j and Q’j take the following forms (xj D xjDj etc.):
8j.xj ; yj ; pj / D
xj C Nuj .xj ; pj /; yj C Nvj0 .xj ; pj /C Nvj1 .xj ; pj /yj ; pj C NWj.pj /

and
Q’j .xj ; yj ; pj / D

xj C aj C f j .xj ; yj ; pj /;
E.xj ; bj /yj CM.xj ;mj /C L.xj ; ‘j /yj C gj .xj ; yj ; pj /; pj

:
In view of the inverse approximation lemma, care has to be taken that both 8j
and Q’j do have analytic extensions to a complex neighbourhood Dj of the Cantor
set S1  f0g  N 0c. The neighbourhoods will satisfy Dj  O and will shrink,
for j ! 1, in an appropriate (geometrical) way in the a and b directions, and
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supergeometrically in the ‘ and m directions. They will be specified precisely in
Section 3.3.5.
During the discussion of the induction steps, it will be established that
jf j jDj ; jgj jDj =sj ! 0
very fast (faster than any geometrical sequence). Then application of the inverse
approximation lemma gives limits 81 and Q’1 of the sequences f8j g and f Q’j g
respectively, which are Whitney-C1 on the closed set S1  f0g N 0c. The desired
map8, defined on S1U N , finally will be obtained by the Whitney extension
theorem ([16]), applied to 81.
In the coordinates .x1; y1; p1/ the diffeomorphism Q’1 D 81  Q’  8−11
will have the form
Q’1.x1; y1; p1/ D(




f1.x1; y1; p1/ D O.jy1j/ and g1.x1; y1; p1/ D O.jy1j2/ I
this proves the theorem. In the following, the first step is to establish the properties
of one general induction step; then the inverse approximation lemma can be applied
as sketched above.
3.3.2. Description of the induction. Suppose a sequence f8igjiD0 as described
above has already been obtained. In order to see what happens in the induction
step, write 8jC1 D 8j  Uj for maps
Uj V DjC1 ! Dj ; j = 0:
Then for all j = 1,
8j D U0  U1      Uj−1 and Q’jC1 D U−1j  Q’j  Uj :
This can be illustrated by the following commuting diagram:
D0 U0 −− D1 U1 −− : : : Uj−1 −− Dj Uj −− DjC1??y’0 ??y’1 ??y’j ??y’jC1
’0.D0/ U0 −− ’1.D1/ U1 −− : : : Uj−1 −− ’j .Dj / Uj −− ’jC1.DjC1/
(15)
Note that since 80 D id, the diffeomorphism Q’0 is the original diffeomorphism Q’.
In the following, the relationship between Q’j and Q’jC1 will be examined.
As long as a general iteration step is treated, the so-called C-notation will be
used:
.x; y; a; b;m; ‘/ is written instead of .xj ; yj ; aj ; bj ;mj ; ‘j /;
and
.; ; !; ; ; / instead of .xjC1; yjC1; ajC1; bjC1;mjC1; ‘jC1/:
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Furthermore, p is written instead of pj and  instead of pjC1; also f j will be
replaced by f and f jC1 by fC, Dj by D and DjC1 by DC, etc. Note that Greek
letters are used to denote variables in the domainDC, while Latin letters are used for
variables in the domainDj . For instance, in the new notation the diffeomorphism Q’C
has the form
Q’C.; ;  / D(
 C ! C fC.; ;  /; E.; / CM.;/C L.; / C gC.; ;  /;   :
The map U V DC ! D, whenever defined, will be taken to be of the form
U.; ; !; ; ; / D
0BBBBBB@
 C u.;  /
 C v.; ;  /
! C w1. /




where v.; ;  / D v0.;  /C v1.;  /. The relation U  Q’C D Q’  U then reads
 C ! C fC.; ;  /C u. C ! C fC;  /
D  C u.;  /C ! C w1. /C f





E.; / C gC.; ;  /CM.;/C L.; /
C v





 C u;  C w2. /













 C u; C w4. /

. C v/ (18)
for all .; ;  / 2 DC. Compare (17) and (18) with (13) and (14): the main differ-
ence is that here  and  (and consequently M.;/ and L.; /) are not zero in
Q’C.
The aim is to choose U such that fC and gC are much smaller (in a precise
sense) than f and g. Note that this still leaves us some freedom in the choice of u
and v. As remarked above, in the limit j !1, the functions f j and gj tend to 0
very fast.
3.3.3. Determination of the conjugacy. Here the map U V DC ! D, see (16),
is determined, which conjugates Q’ to Q’C, determining Q’C. In order to make the
Newtonian iteration work, the function u (see the first component ofU), and the first
component w1 of W , are required to be a solution of the following approximation
of (17):
u. C !; /− u.;  / D w1. /C df .; 0;  /: (19)
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Here df , for d D dj 2 N, is a truncation of the Fourier series of f at the order d.






The sequence fdj g is chosen later on in an appropriate way (in Section 3.3.7).
Equation (19) poses a small divisor problem [1]. It will be solved eventually in
Section 4.2.1.
The function v, and the components .w2; w3; w4/ of W are required to form a
solution of the following approximation of (18):
v. C !;E.; /;  /− E.; /v.; ;  /
D E.;w2/ CM.;w3/C L.;w4/ (20)
Cdg.; 0;  /C dg.; 0;  / C d
n









L. C u; /− L.; /
o
:
Here it is assumed that u.;  / is already determined from the first equation. Equa-
tion (20) splits into a part independent of  and a part linear in , which are solved
separately:
v0. C !; /− E.; /v0.;  /






v1. C !; /E.; /− E.; /v1.;  /
D E.;w2/C L.;w4/C dg.; 0;  / (22)
Cd
n
E. C u; /− E.; /C L. C u; /− L.; /
o
:
In this subsection, various choices have been made: which term to use in these
equations, which terms to leave for the remainder equations, etc. These choices
have been made in such a way that the induction will work; that is, so that the
“remainder terms” fC and gC will be sufficiently small. Informally speaking, this
is achieved by putting “as many terms as possible” into the approximations; the
process is emphatically non-unique.
3.3.4. Determination. Expressions for the “remainder terms” fC and gC are ob-
tained by subtracting (19) from (17), and (20) from equation (18). We get for fC:
 C ! C fC.; ;  /C u. C ! C fC;  /− u. C !; /
D  C ! C f . C u;  C v;  CW/− df .; 0;  /:
Re-written, this reads:
fC.; ;  /C u. C ! C fC;  /− u. C !; / D t1 C t2 C t3; (23)
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where
t1 D f . C u;  C v;  CW/− f .; ;  /;
t2 D f .; ;  /− f .; 0;  /;
t3 D f .; 0;  /− df .; 0;  /:
Likewise for gC the following expression is obtained:




where (remembering that M.;/ and L.; / are linear in  and  respectively)
t4 D g. C u;  C v;  CW/− g.; ;  /;
t5 D g.; ;  /− g.; 0;  /− g.; 0;  /;
t6 D g.; 0;  /C g.; 0;  / − d

g.; 0;  /− g.; 0;  /
}
;
t7 D M. C u;w3/−M.;w3/;
t8 D fE. C u;w2/− E.;w2/g ;
t9 D fE. C u;  C w2/− E.; /g v.; ;  /;
t10 D fL. C u;w4/− L.;w4/g ;
t11 D fL. C u; C w4/− L.; /g v.; ;  /;
t12 D L.; /v.; ;  /
t13 D M. C u;/−M.;/− d fM. C u;/−M.;/g ;
t14 D fE. C u; /− E.; /g  − d fE. C u; /− E.; /g ;
t15 D fL. C u; /− L.; /g  − d fL. C u; /− L.; /g ;
t16 D v
(
 C ! C fC; E.; /CM.;/C L.; /;  CW./
− v . C !;E.; /CM.;/C L.; /;  CW.// ;
t17 D v1. C !;  CW.//.M.; /C L.; //:
Below (in Section 3.3.6) it will be established that v1 and @u=@ are small, so
that fC and gC can be solved (and estimated) from (23) and (24) by the Implicit
Function Theorem.
3.3.5. Specification of the complex domains. In this subsubsection the complex
neighbourhoods Dj will be specified, as well as the orders of truncation dj . The
induction hypothesis is that the estimate




holds, where fsj g1jD0 and fj g1jD0 are decreasing sequences of positive real numbers,
yet to be determined. In C-notation, this reads:
jf j C jgj
s
5 :
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In order to define Dj , we will need the sequences fsj g1jD0 and fj g1jD0 mentioned
above, and a sequence fqj g1jD0, also still to be determined. These three sequences
will be converging to zero faster than any geometrical sequence. The sequence fj g
will be of the form
C D  ;





q D 2 ;
where 1; 2 2 R are still undetermined, as well as  . Also some geometrically
decaying sequences will be needed: frj g1jD0, fj g1jD0 and fj g1jD0.







Note that rj converges to r0=2 as j !1, not to 0. Here an additional requirement





(This is the same “twisting” constant k as in (6).) This will be used in the proof of
Proposition 2.
Recall the function Entier.x/, giving the largest integer smaller than or equal
to x:
Entier.x/ D maxfn 2 Z V n 5 xg:









The sequences j and j are given by:
j D 12γ d
−
j ;
j D kr08 2
−j :
Here γ and  are the same as in (9). Throughout the rest of the proof, it will
be assumed that the rapidly converging sequences will be smaller everywhere than
the geometrically converging sequences, that is
j ; sj ; qj < rj ; j ; j ; d
−1
j for all j:
Moreover, it will be especially assumed that
j <
(
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where c0 is given by Lemma 6 (see Section 4.2.1). This can be effected by choos-
ing 0, s0 and q0 sufficiently small.
The domains Dj are defined using the above sequences (see Section 3.1.2 for








 jyj < sjo (A0c C j  (B C j 

n
.; / 2 C2k  C4k









 jyj < so (A0c C  .B C /

n
.; / 2 C2k  C4k
 jj < s; jj < qo :
More generally, for a real parameter t , with 0 5 t 5 1, we define the sequences rjCt ,
sjCt etc. (in C-notation rt , st etc.) by
rjCt D trjC1 C .1− t/rj ;








 jyj < sto (A0c C t .B C t /

n
.; / 2 C2k  C4k
 jj < st ; jj < qto :
The supremum of a function f over Dt will be denoted by
jf jt D sup
Dt
jf j:
3.3.6. Estimates for the induction step. As mentioned in the previous subsub-
section, the induction hypothesis reads
jf j C jgj
s
5 : (28)
It is one of the assumptions of the reformulated theorem (Section 3.2.1) that the
hypothesis is satisfied for j D 0. Using (28), estimates for jf jC1j, jgjC1j and jUj jDj
in terms of  can be obtained. Eventually (28) has to be proved for jC1 to complete
the induction. The estimates are obtained in three propositions, which are stated
here and which will be proved in Sections 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 respectively.
The first proposition gives estimates for the conjugacy U . It is proved in Sec-
tion 4.2:
Proposition 1. Let f and g be analytic on D and let (28) hold. Then (19), (21)
and (22) can be solved for u, v and W ; these functions can be chosen such that
on D 1
2


















C 4−j jw4j 1
2
5 c1
where c1 depends only on  , γ , k and r0.
The following corollary follows immediately:
Corollary 2. There is a constant1 2 .0; 1/, dependent only of  , γ , k, r0, c0 and  ,
but not on j , such that if 0 < 0 < 1, then:
U.DC/  D 3
4
:
The remainder terms fC and gC can be determined from (23) and (24) as follows.
Proposition 3. Let (28) hold. Assume that 0 < 0 < 1. Then fC and gC can be
estimated from (23) and (24) by



















sjt3jC C jt6jC C jt13jC C jt14jC C jt15jC 5 c22j e−d.r−rC/s;
jt7jC C jt8jC C jt9jC C jt10jC C jt11jC 5 c28j s2;
jt12jC C jt17jC 5 c24j sqC; jt16jC 5 c28j sjfCjC:
The constant c2 depends only on  , γ , k and r0.
This proposition is proved in Section 4.3.
In order to complete the induction, the induction assumption for j C 1 has to
be proved. Moreover the conditions of the Inverse Approximation Lemma have to
be checked.
The existence of suitable sequences , s and q is formulated in the following
proposition, which is proved in Section 4.4:
Proposition 4. Let (28) hold. If moreover we choose
C D  65 ; q D  12 and sC D  14 s





This proposition proves the induction hypothesis for jC1. Starting from f 0 and g0,
the coordinate transform U0 is determined, and together with it the functions f 1
and g1 etc., ad infinitum.
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3.3.7. Convergence. The diffeomorphism Q’jC1 and the coordinate transforma-
tions Uj are defined on domainsDj which shrink down to a domainD1 in various
ways. Using the results of the previous subsection and the Inverse Approximation
Lemma, the existence and differentiability properties of the limiting diffeomor-
phism,
81 D lim
j!18j D limj!1U0  U1  U2      Uj−1;
can be derived.The result is stated in the following proposition; the proof is relegated
to Section 4.5.
Proposition 5. Let the assumptions of the theorem hold. Then the diffeomorphisms
8j D U0  U1      Uj−1
converge to the restriction to D1 D TDj of a diffeomorphism 81, which is
defined on a neighbourhood of D1, and which has the following properties:
(a) 81 is a C1 diffeomorphism from X N onto its image.
(b) For fixed parameter values p 2 N 0c, the diffeomorphism 81 is real analytic
on X.
(c) 81, restricted to X N 0c, conjugates Q’ to Q’1, where Q’1 is of the form
Q’1.x; y; p/ D

x C a C f1.x; y; p/; E.x; b/y C g1.x; y; p/; p

with f D O.jyj/ and g D O.jyj2/.
This completes the proof of the theorem.
4. Proof of the reformulated persistence theorem
In this section, the propositions stated in the previous section are proved.
4.1. Preliminaries
For notational convenience, in the following estimates the so-called dot-notation
is introduced: constants depending only on the “uniform” (with respect to j ) con-
stants  , γ , k and r0 will sometimes be indicated by a dot following the inequality
sign: : : :5  : : : .
Note for instance that from the definition (26) of frj g1jD0 in the previous section,
it follows that
.r − rC/−1; .r − r 1
2
/−1; .r − r 1
4
/−15  2j :
Remark that the following estimates on the @
@
-derivatives of the functions E, M
and L hold (see for the definitions of E, M and L (6)–(8)):@E@ .; /
5  jj; @M@ .; /
5  jj; @L@ .; /
5  jj:
Below Fourier coefficients as well as derivatives of real analytic functions have to
be estimated; for this the following two lemmas are needed. The first goes back to
the Paley-Wiener theorem:
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be its Fourier series. Then the coefficients hn can be estimated:
jhnj 5 2 jhj e−jnj
where jhj is the supremum of jhj over S1 C  .
Conversely, if coefficients jhnj satisfy an estimate of the form
jhnj 5 Ke−jnj ;
then, for 0 < C <  < 1, the function h./ D Phnein is analytic on S1 C C
and can be estimated by
jhjC 5 c
K
 − C ;
where c is independent of the particular sequence hn, of K ,  and C.
The second lemma is a corollary of the Cauchy integral formula:
Cauchy’s Estimate. Let h.z/ be an analytic function, defined on a domainU  C.




Here Proposition 1, used in Section 3.3.6 is proved. The proof will follow from
two lemmas. The first provides the solution of the (19). The second deals with (21)
and (22).
4.2.1. The classical homological equation. For the following lemma, see for in-
stance [1].
Lemma 6. Let ! 2 A0c C . Let  > C > 0. Let h be analytic on
(
S1 C   
.A0c C / and assume that there jhj 5  holds. Assume also that  5 12γ d− .
If it is required that R
S1 U.;  /d D 0, then the equation
U. C !; /− U.;  / D dh.;  /C w./ (29)
has a unique solution .U;w/. On
(
S1 C C
 .A0c C / we have
jU jC 5 c0

. − C/C2 ;
where c0 > 1 depends only on  . On A0c C  we have
jwj 5 :
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Proof. The lemma is proved using Fourier analysis. If





then the trigonometric polynomial:






solves (29), provided the denominators do not vanish. The condition:Z
S1
U D 0
implies U0. / D 0 for all  , and, by integrating both sides of (29) over S1,
w./ D −h0. /: (31)
Thus (29) has at most one solution.
A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a solution is that the
small divisors ein!−1 do not vanish (recall thatU is a trigoniometric polynomial).
Since ! 2 A0cC, we have that
! − 2 pq  = γ q− − for all p 2 Z, q 2 Znf0g.
The denominators can now be estimated as follows:ein! − 1 D ei.n!−2p/ − 1
= 2







γ jnj− −  jnj:
The integer p is chosen such that ! − 2p 2 .−;  U – this determines p 2 Z
uniquely – and then it is used that jeix − 1j = 2jxj= if x 2 T−;  U. By the
Paley-Wiener lemma, we have the following estimate on the hn. /:
jhn. /j 5 2 jhj e−jnj :
This implies the following estimate on U :



















. − C/C2 :
In the third inequality we used the fact that  5 12γ d− , and we made the substi-
tution jnj. − C/  x.
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The estimate of jwj is simply
jw./j D jh0. /j 5 2 jhj5  jhj :
This completes the proof of the lemma ut
4.2.2. Twisting behaviour normal to the torus.
Lemma 7. Let! 2 AC and  2 fx 2 R2 V jxj D 1gC. Let 0 < C <  5 1=k
(where k 2 Z is the “twisting constant”).
Let 6 D .A C /  .fz V jzj D 1g C /. Let h.;  / D .h1; h2/ be real
analytic and assume that h can be analytically extended to
(
S1 C  6; denote
the complex analytical extension also by h. Assume that for the extension
jhj 5 K
holds. Assume also that  5 k=4 and  5 d−2. Let v denote the vector valued
function .v1.;  /; v2.;  //. Then the equation




cos ‘ − sin ‘

















Note that we will not encounter small divisor problems. The truncation of the
function h on the right-hand side of (32) is necessary in order to have uniform
estimates with respect to !.
Proof. Since h1.;  / and h2.;  / are real analytic, by the Paley-Wiener lemma
their Fourier coefficients satisfy the following inequalities:hsn. / 5 2 jhj e−jnj for s D 1; 2: (33)
Equation (32) is re-written, using functions H , V and W , given by
H.;  / D dh1.;  /C idh2.;  /;
V .;  / D v1.;  /C iv2.;  /;
Wn. / D wn1. /C iwn2. /;
and using the parameter b D 1 C i2. Note that H , V and W do not necessarily
take real values on real vectors. By adding the first component of (32) to i times the
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second component, and by re-writing the equation using the new functions H , V
and W , we arrive at the following equation:





Put V .;  / D PVn. /ein etc. Then from (34) the following infinite system of
coupled linear equations is obtained:
Vn. /e




Here mn is the Kronecker delta: mn D 0 if m 6D n and mn D 1 if m D n. As an
aside, note that for k D 0 this would be a “small divisor” equation.
There are k “independent” series of coupled equations
.: : : ; V−k; V0; Vk; V2k; : : : /; .: : : ; V−kC1; V1; VkC1; V2kC1; : : : / etc.
Each of these series can be solved independently of the others. To consider one
series of equations, the integer ‘ is fixed, n D kmC ‘ is taken, and m is used as a
new variable. The coefficients QV ‘m, QH‘m are introduced by
QV ‘m./ D VkmC‘. /QH‘m./ D HkmC‘. /:
(36)
Then (35) takes the form (dropping the argument  and the superposed ‘)
QVmei.kmC‘/! − b QVm−1; D QHm m 6D 0;
QV0ei‘! − b QV−1 D QH0 CW‘; m D 0: (37)
This series of equations can be interpreted as a difference equation for the Fourier
coefficients QVm, in the sense that one “initial condition” QV Nm for some Nm determines
all other QVm.
In order that the Fourier series
P
Vne
in converges, one should have the absolute
values of the coefficients jVnj; jV−nj tending to 0 as n ! 1; consequently it is
necessary that j QVmj, j QV−mj ! 0 as m!1.
Call Qd D Entier. d−‘
k
/ C 1. For m > Qd, we see that j QVmC1j D jbjj QVmj,
since QHm D 0 for m > Qd. Since we should have that jVnj ! 0 as n ! 1, uni-
formly in jbj, it follows that QVm D 0 for all m = Qd. Starting from VdC1, QVm can be
determined for 0 5 m 5 Qd from the difference equations (37). Likewise, QV−m D 0
for all m > Qd, and QV−m can be computed recursively for 1 5 m 5 Qd.
At this level, we can understand the necessity of the “parameter shift” W‘. For
generic choices of f QHmgm2Z, we have that:
QV0ei‘! − b QV−1 6D QH0:
In other words, the equation
V . C !; /− beikV .;  / D H.;  /
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generically has no solution V .;  / in the class of continuous functions. To remove
that obstruction, the parameter W‘ is introduced by
W‘ D QV0ei‘! − b QV−1 − QH0:
This way a solution to the difference equation (37) is constructed, unique in the
class of solutions were j QVmj ! 0 as jmj ! 1.
For precise estimates, some additional information is needed. So to determine
the solutions of (37) explicitely, put QV uQd D QV Qd D 0 and determine QV uQd−1, QV uQd−2 etc.
recursively. Likewise, put QV l− Qd D QV− Qd D 0, and determine QV l−. Qd−1/, QV l−. Qd−2/ etc.
This yields (some tedious, but straightforward algebra is omitted here; however it
is feasible to verify the solution by substitution in (37))













.r − 1/!.2‘C kr/















r!..r C 1/k − 2‘/

I
in both cases m = 0.
The Fourier coefficients QV um and QV l−m have to be estimated. First estimate j QHr j
using (33):
j QHr j D jHkrC‘j 5  jhj e−jkrC‘j
5  jhj e−kjrj :
Also sums of the form
P
r b
re−r have to be estimated (for all  between 0 and 1=k).
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and











































rD0.b−1e−k /r . Using this, the fact that ! 2 AC  and the relation
 < d−2, j QV umj is estimated:








 QHr./ exp .r − 1/2 .2‘C kr/














In the same way j QV lmj is estimated. We conclude that
jVn. /j 5  jhj

e−jnj for all n 2 Z and (38)
jW‘j 5  jhj

: (39)
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Now the results of the k uncoupled infinite systems of equations are pieced together,
and a solution V is found where





Since V .;  / is a trigonometric polynomial in  , and since theHn./ are analytic
in  , the function V .;  / is analytic in its variables. By the second part of the
Paley-Wiener lemma, on S1  C the following estimate for V .;  / holds:
jV .;  /jC5 
jhj
. − C/ : (40)
If we restrict ourselves to the real line, by real analyticity real and imaginary parts
can be taken and one arrives at




Re Vn. / cos n − Im Vn. / sin n




Re Vn. / sin n C Im Vn. / cos n:
The functions v1.;  / and v2.;  / are real analytic functions on real vectors; thus
they can be analytically extended to complex vectors in a unique way.
Likewise
w‘;1. / D Re W‘./;
w‘;2. / D Im W‘./:
The estimates of the vi and w‘;i where i D 1; 2, follow from (40) and (39) respec-
tively. ut
Note that the neighbourhoodsS1Crj ofS1 contain the neighbourhoodS1Cr0=2,
so that, when applying the lemma,  is always bounded from below by r0=2 and
therefore dissappears in generic constants.
4.2.3. Application to the equations.
Proof of the Proposition 1. Turning to the solution ofs (19), (21) and (22), on D
jf j C jgj
s
5 
is assumed. Starting with (19),
u. C !; /− u.;  / D w1. /C df .; 0;  /;
first juj will be estimated on D 1
4
. This domain is chosen because u appears on
the right-hand side of (21) and (22). Application of Lemma 7 requires some extra
“space” in the  -direction.
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Since  and d are such that  D 12γ d− (see Section 3.3.5), Lemma 6 can be




.r − r 1
4
/C2
5  4j ; (41)
and
jw1. /j 5 : (42)













v0. C !; /− E.; /v0.;  / D
M.;w3/C dg.; 0;  /C d fM. C u;/−M.;/g :
This equation is of the form treated in Lemma 7, with
h.;  / D g.; 0;  /CM

 C u.;  /; 

−M.;/:
By the mean value theorem,










5 r by (43). Also
jhj5  4j s;














5  4j s: (45)
Finally turn to (22):
v1. C !; /E.; /− E.; /v1.;  /
D E.;w2/C L.;w4/C dg.; 0;  /
C d
n
E. C u; /− E.; /C L. C u; /− L.; /
o
:
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The equation is multiplied from the right with E.; /−1 to obtain
v1. C !; /− E.; /v1.;  /E.; /−1
D E.;w2/E.; /−1 C L.;w4/E.; /−1 (46)
Cdg.; 0;  /E.; /−1 C d
n
E. C u; /− E.; /
CL. C u; /− L.; /
o
E.; /−1:
Here some work has to be done. Set
V .;  / D

V11.;  / V12.;  /
V21.;  / V22.;  /

 v1.;  /
and
H.;  / D g.; 0;  /E.; /−1
C
n
E. C u; /− E.; /C L. C u; /− L.; /
o
E.; /−1:
Note that V .;  / andH.;  / are 22-matrices. Recall that any 22 matrix T D
.tij / can be split into a conformal orientation preserving part (for short “confor-
mal”), and a conformal orientation reversing part (for short “anti-conformal”). Re-









t11 C t22 t12 − t21





t11 − t22 t12 C t21





t11 C t22 t12 − t21





t11 − t22 −t12 − t21
t12 C t21 t11 − t22

C






. Note that both T c and T ac are conformal.










The definitions of Section 2.2 imply that the linear mapping E.x; b/ is conformal,
while L.x; ‘/ is anti-conformal. Now, let
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DefineA D .A1; A2/, etc. Let  be defined by cos D 1=kk, sin D 2=kk.
Moreover, let O D .cos 2 ; sin 2 /.
Then (46) splits up into a conformal and an anti-conformal part; using the above
definitions, we get
A. C !/− A./ D 2kk

cos sin 












cos n − sin n
sin n cos n








The equation forA is of the same form as in Lemma 6, and the equation for B is of





5  jH j 1
4
5  g.; 0;  / 1
4
C jE. C u; /− E.; /j 1
4









5   C 4j 5  4j :
Equations (47) and (48) can be solved now using the two lemmas; then we transform
back to .V ;w2; w4/ and from there to .v1; w2; w4/ to obtain solutions
jv1j 1
2
5  8j ; (49)
jw2j C jw4j 5  4j : (50)
Combining the estimates (41), (42), (44), (45), (49) and (50) yields the statement
of the proposition. ut
4.3. The remainders
Here we prove Proposition 3 from Section 3.3.6.
Proof of Proposition 3. The proof of this proposition will be split up into a series
of lemmas, where terms of the same kind will be treated simultaneously. In these
lemmas, implicit use will be made of the definitions of the domains in Section 3.3.5,
as well as of the estimates given by Proposition 3.
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4.3.1. Shift of variables. Here the terms t1 and t4 are going to be treated. Recall
that
t1 D f . C u;  C v;  CW/− f .; ;  /;
t4 D g. C u;  C v;  CW/− g.; ;  /:
Since the mean value theorem will be applied, the derivatives of f and g have to
be estimated.






























































Proof. This is a repeated application of Cauchy’s estimate, taking into account the
precise forms of the domains D and D 1
2
. ut
Lemma 9. Let (28) hold. Then we have:
jt1jC C jt4jC
s




Proof. Estimating t1 and t4 is a straightforward application of the mean value
theorem. The magnitude of
jf . C u;  C v; ! C w1;  C w2; C w3; C w4/− f .; ; !; ; ; /jC
has to be estimated, as well as the same expression for g instead of f . This yields



























5  2j   4j  C 
s
 4j s C 

  C 2j   2j  C 
s
 s C 
q
 2j 
5  8j 
2
q
making heavy use of the previous lemma and the fact that q <  and that  > 2.
Likewise it follows that
jg.Cu; Cv; !Cw1; Cw2; Cw3; Cw4/−g.; ; !; ; ; /jC5  8j s 
2
q
which proves the lemma. ut
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4.3.2. Linearization. Turning to the terms t2 and t5, recall that
t2 D f .; ;  /− f .; 0;  /;
t5 D g.; ;  /− g.; 0;  /− g.; 0;  /:
The estimates for jt2j is as above in Lemma 9, and jt5j is treated with the corre-
sponding estimate, where g is estimated with Cauchy. The result is stated in the
following lemma.










4.3.3. Truncation. Here the terms t3, t6, t12, t13 and t14 are estimated. These are
the errors made by truncating the Fourier series. Recall that
t3 D f .; 0;  /− df .; 0;  /;
t6 D g.; 0;  /C g.; 0;  /− d

g.; 0;  /C g.; 0;  /
}
;
t12 D M. C u;/−M.;/− d fM. C u;/−M.;/g ;
t13 D fE. C u; /− E.; /g  − d fE. C u; /− E.; /g ;
t14 D fL. C u; /− L.; /g  − d fL. C u; /− L.; /g :
First we prove the following lemma. The estimates follow as a simple corollary.
Lemma 11. Let 0 < C <  < 1. Let h be real analytic on S1 C  . Then we have
on S1 C C that
jh− dhjC5  jhje
−d.−C/
 − C :
Proof. Let
P1
nD−1 hnein be the Fourier series of h. By the Paley-Wiener lemma
it follows that

















 − C ;
which was to be shown. ut









5  2j e−d.r−rC/: (51)
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4.3.4. Other terms. Here the rest of the jti j’s: i D 7; : : : ; 12 will be estimated.
Recall that
t7 D M. C u;w3/−M.;w3/;
t8 D fE. C u;w2/− E.;w2/g ;
t9 D fE. C u;  C w2/− E.; /g v;
t10 D fL. C u;w4/− L.;w4/g ;
t11 D fL. C u; C w4/− L.; /g v;
t12 D L. C u; /v:
These terms are treated in the three subsequent lemmas, each dealing with a group
of terms of the same kind:
Lemma 13. The terms t7, t8 and t10 are such that
jt7jC C jt8jC C jt10jC5  4j s2:
Proof. Take jt7jC:
jM. C u;w3/−M.;w3/jC 5  jujCjw3jC
5  4j s2:
The terms jt8jC and jt10jC can be treated together:nE. C u;w2/− E.;w2/oC C fL. C u;w4/− L.;w4/g C
5  jujCjw2jCjjC C jujCjw4jCjjC
5  2j sC2:
Since sC < s, combination with the estimate of jt7jC yields the result. ut
Lemma 14. The terms t9 and t11 are such that
jt9jC C jt11jC5  8j s2:
Proof. The terms jt9jC and jt11jC can be estimated in together:fE. C u;  C w2/− E.; /g vC
C
fL. C u; C w4/− L.; /g vC
5
E. C u;  C w2/− E. C u; /CjvjC
C
E. C u; /− E.; /CjvjC
C
L. C u; C w4/− L. C u; /CjvjC
C
L. C u; /− L.; /CjvjC
5  .2jujC C jw2jC C jw4jC/ jvjC
5  8j s2: ut
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Lemma 15. The term t12 is such that
jt12jC5  qC4j s:
Proof. We have
jL. C u; /vjC5  jjCjvjC5  qC4j s: ut
4.4. Finishing the induction
Here we prove Proposition 4 from Section 3.3.6.
Proof of Proposition 4. The expression jfCjC C jgCjC=sC is estimated using


























 C 2j s
sC





qC C 8j sjfCjC

:
Using inequality (27) and the fact that the sj are decreasing, we estimate the fac-
tor 8j s in front of jfCjC on the right-hand side. Since j converges faster to 0 than
any geometrical sequence, we have that 8j j is bounded. As the sequence fsj g1jD0
is decreasing, it follows that
2c2  8j s 5 Ks0;
for some K depending only on r0 and c2. Choose s0 < .2K/−1. Then



























To find sequences fj gj , fsj gj and fqj gj such that the induction “works”, the fol-
lowing Ansatz is tried (see Section 3.3.5):
C D  ; sC
s
D 1 and q D 2 ;
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where 1; 2 > 0 are undetermined constants and have nothing to do with any  ’s
defined previously; the constant  is required to be larger than 1 in order to have
fast convergence of the j .
Note that because 0 < 1, the sj are strictly decreasing, and thus s=sC > 1.
Also the qj tend to zero, and actually qj < 1 for all j .



















where c3 only depends on  , γ , k and r0. The right-hand side has to be made smaller









qC C  sC
s
;
of the right-hand side of (52) are smaller than C", with " > 0. (The extra factor "
is needed to deal with the factor c38j ). Then it will be shown that by the choice
made for the sequence fdj g in Section 3.3.5, the fourth term
e−d.r−rC/ s
sC
is also smaller than C" as well.






or simply (note that  < 1):
2− 1 − 2 =  C ";
1− 1 C 2 =  C ";
1C 1 =  C ":
These inequalities can be fulfilled if the choices 1 D 14 , 2 D 12 ,  D 65 and " D 120
are made.




Recall from (3.3.5) that r − rC D r02−j−2 and




























D  54 D C":














D log c3 C j log 8C "j log 0:
This is less than 0 for all j 2 f0; 1; 2; : : : g if 0 is chosen small enough. But then
c38j " 5 1




5  D C:
That finishes the proof of the proposition. ut
4.5. Applying the inverse approximation
In this subsection Proposition 5 of Section 3.3.7 is proved.
Proof of Proposition 5. Note that all the diffeomorphism 8j and Uj are close to
the identity. Moreover, the 8j (as well as the Uj ) are all of the form 8.x; y; p/ D
80.x; p/C .0;81.x; p/y; 0/. Thus
8  U D 80  .x;p/  U C .0;
(
81  .x;p/  U

y  U; 0/;
where y.x; y; p/ D y, .x;p/.x; y; p/ D .x; p/ (below x.x; y; p/ D x will be
used). In order to estimate j8j j, first expand 8j :
8j D

x C Nuj .x; p/; y C Nvj0 .x; p/C Nvj1 .x; p/y; p C NWj.p/

D U0  U1      Uj−1
D

x.U1      Uj−1/C u0  .x;p/  U1      Uj−1;
y.U1      Uj−1/C v00  .x;p/  U1      Uj−1
C

v01  .x;p/  U1      Uj−1

y.U1      Uj−1/;
p.U1      Uj−1/CW 0  .x;p/  U1      Uj−1












vn1  .x;p/  UnC1      Uj−1
!









Wn  .x;p/  UnC1      Uj−1
1A :
Lemma 16 will prove useful for the estimates that follow.
Lemma 16. Fix constants c;M;m > 0. Then there is an N > 0, such that for n >














0 and log 0 < 0, for n sufficiently large it follows that





log 0 < −n log 2: ut
The functions Nuj , Nvj and NWj have to be estimated on Dj . Using the result of
Proposition 1, we obtain







This sum converges because of the lemma. Likewise it is established that the j Nvjn jDj
(n D 0; 1) and j NwjnjDj (n D 1; 2; 3; 4) are uniformly bounded.
To apply the inverse approximation lemma (see Appendix A), the difference8jC1 −8j DjC1




uj C Nuj  Uj − Nuj ; vj C Nvj  Uj − Nvj ;Wj C NWj  Uj − NWj

:






























5 M 12 :
In the first estimate, the mean value theorem is used together with the fact that
U.DC/  D 3
4
(see Corollary 2). In the second estimate the derivatives of8j have been estimated
using Cauchy’s estimate; the jujC, etc. again have been estimated using Propo-
sition 1. A factor 
1
2 has been sacrificed to control the factors 4j arising from
Cauchy’s estimate on geometrically shrinking domains. The constant M is inde-
pendent of j .
The Inverse Approximation Lemma can be applied to obtain a unique func-
tion81 on D1, which is C1. Moreover, for allm > 0, in the Cm norm k:km, we
have that
k81 −8jkm! 0:
From this it follows that for a fixed value of the parameter p, the convergence of
the diffeomorphisms 8j.:; :; p/ to 81.:; :; p/ is uniform. Convergence in the x-
direction is on an open piece of .C=2Z/; in the y-direction the 8j are affine, so
that for fixed parameter p, the map 81.:; :; p/ is even real analytic.
Now the conjugacy property of 81 is evident from its construction. This fin-
ishes the proof of the proposition. ut
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Appendix A. The inverse approximation lemma
In this appendix, the inverse approximation lemma is stated, in a version taylored
down from the formulation in [2] (see also [14], [17]).
Inverse Approximation Lemma. Let  > 0,  62 N, and m D supfn 2 N V n <
g; j D abj with a > 0, 0 < b < 1; moreover, let   R be a closed set, and
Wj D C j D
[
x2
fz 2 C  jz− xj < j g:





jD0 be such that 9
j is real analytic on Wj , and for j = 0
j9jC1 −9j jWj 5 Mj
for some constant M .
Then there exists a unique function 91, defined on , which is extendable to
a Cm function on W0, and which is such that
k91km 5 Mc;
where c only depends on a and b.
Moreover,
k91 −9jkm! 0 as j !1:
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